
METHODS 

CRITIQUE OF 
COMMUNITY 

COUNTERSTORIES

RESISTANCE

LIVED TIME ORGANISATION/

PUBLIC

POWER

AGENCY

WHAT IS MISSING?

MULTIPLE TIMES

MEMORY

EXPERIENCE

MATERIALITY

FUTURES

THE PRESENT

SPACE/PLACE

EMERGENCY

ABRUPT CHANGE

     Memories
Lost          Retained 
- Reasons for each

Fragmented memory

Selective memory for institutions/communities
Not so much short term vs long term but... 

Imagined  Futures

Coping with uncertainties 
about the future

Preservation – is there an
instinctive imperative to
preserve aspects of
community life that are
becoming extinct?

Mourning
(for a future?)  

Causal relations between
PAST <-> PRESENT <-> FUTURE

How is future time 
constructed and controlled?

Prediction Past experiences could & 
should be used to 
inform/transform current 
and future approaches Community as a Project – A process, 

writing nostalgia with utopia

Do objects have temporal 
agency? Materiality of memory

Materiality:
Virtual/simulcra

-authenticity

Remembering and forgetting: 
universality/particularity of memory

Community Memory
Changing memorial cultures/ 
modes of political organisation 
and practice

Different and 
intersecting interests 
within the ‘Goon Squad’ 
(I.e. bureaucracy)

What communities do 
different goon squad 
interests need? 

How do people 
influenced by/imposed on by
the ‘Goon Squad’ counter-act 
it? Small Practices getting 
carried around or forming 
time, bringing it to life

Counter-stories
to neo-liberalism
- sites & temporalities
of resistance

To what extent 
does the researcher 
impose time on analyses 
of community? 

Examples/theory 
on agency/community

-impacting &
 changing structure

- including memory 
of time

Are there key shared resources on time 
&belonging? If so, how do we stop these 
exerting their own form of coercion?

Time as a means to 
create distance &
hierarchy

Time as an 
expression 
of power

Use/abuse of 
time as power Particularities of 

communities 
based on identity &interests

Control & regulation of time
Mediating time/representing time

Time as a resource
-political
-natural
- ?
- ?

Impact of temporality 
on method 

The temporalities of academic life /HE

Reflexivity &reflecting when studying 
time: temporal boundaries between 
community &researcher

How research in time affects the 
choice of appropriate methods

What does academic discourse 
enable/constrain 

(ACADEMIC DREAMTIME)

Methods, Research & Researchers
In Time

How to use research into inequalities 
to reduce inequality (theory applied into 
practice, language barriers between 
academic/public communities)

The ethics of community intervention
Ethical approval as
obstacle to research
 with the vulnerable

What is community?

Distinction between 
communal/social being (social ontology)
&discrete communities

Publicness & 
legitimacy

Community & 
managerial, 
biopolitical ideas

Community – a positive 
connotation: is it always so?

Voices & Drivers that
work at specific temporal
 scales to create a 
community (to tesco or 
not to tesco...?

Why dont’ we work with 
more communities?

What is the relationship between 
online/embodied communities?

Distinctions between types of community:
-a kind of gesture, humanity, compassion
- identity, belonging

Can you have community 
without episteme?

Who gets the authority to 
unsettle narratives or to ‘fix’ 
community identity?

Is the ‘public’ constituted 
in the act of being addressed? 
(can a public speak? Or doe it 
then become a republic?)

Time-bound vs. timeless
Transtemporal data? Coding/quantifying as importing general/

universal quality that allows data to ‘travel’

Nature - community
Natural time  - is there such a thing?

The ways communities are 
shaped & framed by EARTH PROCESSES 
(stay with the earth)

Do disasters necessarily lead to 
either distanciation or cohesion 
amongst communities? The disaster (e.g. earthquake) as part of the community

risks

Are there animal ‘communities’
(animal times?)

Durations: non-linear
Timeless/time scarcity

livable
conceptualisations

rhythms

identity

Multiple temporalities and 
their interpretive demands

Personal time vs 
social time &how 
they intersect

Awareness of time: time
moving or passing?

Experience of...

Temporal 
health

Social time: 
symbolism of ‘we’ 
or ‘me’ time?

Temporal scales 
– how do they fit with
 spatial scales?

Dynamics of 
inter-sections 
of multiple 
times

How we conceptualise different 
temporal orders &how they intersect
(how spatial metaphors impact on
our understanding of multiple times)

What is the relationship
 between these?

What is the 
difference 
between these?

Does a public always 
take on issues that 
can be resolved?

Is time inside or 
outside our stories?

Do publics ever argue 
over the washing up?

Time as socially 
constructed concept 
(western idea?)

Capitalism
-taking away time?

What do we mean by public?
What do we gain by 
distinguishing them?

How do they 
relate to the private?

Interpersonal dynamics 
& communities: destroying
ourselves within 
oppressed contexts

Imagined communities 
& imagined origins

Prisoners – removed from public; 
are they a community? 
(made through their 
very exclusion!)

The value of becoming self-conscious/self reflexive 
– how does it feed into political activities & practice?

What happened to Darydas?

Scale-objects & 
time: macro/micro

Genealogy 
– communication in time

Materiality.Material Places and Things and
Bodies – how  do they mediate time?

Graffiti – why does it mark time?

Distance/Depth – how can we talk 
about time without space?

Community & migration

Inclusion &exclusion

If emergency is a specific temporality 
of exception how do we think about 
perpetual ‘STATES OF EMERGENCY’ 
(terrorism, poverty, state intervention)

Mayan Calendar 2012

No community in the present

community community

- does community exist in movement?

Are the communities emergent in 
crises the communities of our
everyday belonging?

Can disasters bring together
 communities across 
class/social divisions/inequalities 
for the long vs. short term?)
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Time & Community: 
an affinity map of key themes

Aesthetics of time
- flavour, tastes, signs

nostalgia

Intersection of 
different temporalities

Multiple experiences of time

How to people experience
 the intersections between 
different rhythms of time?

Why do they bother?

Experiential & 
symbolic: how do they 
map/intersect?

Experience of time/events 
e.g. photographs
 – real or imagined

The body, how it 
mediates, 
manifests time

Are there other critical (political, 
economic, policty, social) drivers 
that affect community growth, 
change &development (apart from
 earth processes?)

CLASS GENDER SEXUALITY

RACE

DISABILITY
HISTORYMETAPHYSICS

RELIGION

Time & truth & knowledge

BREAKS/
DISCONTINUITIES
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